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Abstract 

This paper considers the question of whether the connectionist approach 
is an appropriate p a r a d .  for the construction of simuiation modeis of psy- 
chologicai processes. The strengest connectionist dah is that psychological 
properties simply emerge from interactions among the units of a netwark; 
meaningfd features are distributed in these units, which therefore are not 
representions of anything. The problern is then: how such a system can descriie 
a psychological system and be relevant to explain it ? 

It is suggested that the psychological relevante of comectionist descriptions 
should not be rejected on the grounds that they are limited to a hardware-iike 
or implementational level. Connectionist descxiptions would be best considered 
as different scientific "objects", cunstructed from the same pre-scientific "facts*. 
As different objects they need not be at different levels of generality or ab- 
straction and the translation of one representation into another is unnecessary. 

As to the explanatory power of connectionist modeis, it is claimed that 
it wnnot come from the interaction among units, if this interaction is invoked 
at the same time to give the model a psychologicai nature. Neither can the 
expianatory power come from the fact that comectionist modeis produce 
phenomena similar to human psychologicd processes, since ehis sixnüarity should 
refer explicitly to features that have already been accepted independentiy as 
psychological 

The claim that co~ectionist anaiysis is psychologically relevant at a sub- 
symbolic level is eventuaily considered. There is a possible confusion in this 
claim. sub-symbolic models may be non-symbolic as to their object but they 
must be symbolic as models. A non-symbolic model simply wodd not be 
a model, since - by dejinition - it must represent something. Sub-symboiic 
models, however, may be non-symbolic in the sense that there are no symbols 
in the modelled reality. In thic regard, comectionist Systems seem to help 
in overcoming the idea - encouraged by current Ai  and Cognitive Science 
- that any psychologicai process should be considered as made out of symbols. 

Revised version of a paper prcsented at the 7th Workshop of the ESSCS, St. Maximin-la- 
Sainte-Baume, Prwence, Franct, 19-22 june 1989. 
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1. Introduction 

The purpose of the present paper is to examine whether the connectionist 
approach is a good paradigm in order to construct simulative mpdeis of psy- 
chologicai processes. 

The comectionist paradigm has been discussed up to now specidly as 
regards the modeiiing of cognitive processes, mainIy because so far a solid 
system of simuiations is avaiiable only of these processes. In this paper we 
prefer to focus on "psychological" phenomena, in order to consider the impact 
of connectionism on a broader scope, that is not limited to the use of knowl- 
edge but Open to the problem of the genesis of knowledge. In addressing 
this question, it will become clear that the connectionist approach seems to 
Support particulariy the importance of taking into account non-cognitive aspects 
(i.e., not iimited to conscious knowledge) to expiaia copition, an aiready 
emerging issue in cognitive science (e.g. See Abelson, 1979; Norman, 1980; 
Miiler, 1981; Schoenfeld, 1983). 

Some general questions conceming the use of simuiation in psychology wilI 
be examhed first; in the fo1Iowi.g sections the explanatory power and tbe 
psychologicai relevance of some typicai connectionist daims will be discussed 

2. Psychological Simulation and Psychological Objects 

Psychological Simulation is a methodology consistmg of the constniction 
of models of psychological events, which enable us to reproduce some aspects 
of them, using a programmed Computer or whatever other system. The Simulation 
method in psychology has the Same goal as the experimental method, that 
is to understand (describe, explain) psychological phenomena. 

Generdy speaking, a psychological Simulation shouid refer to a psychological 
object. The simplest defuiition of a psychological object is: what is accepted 
as such among psychologists. This dehition may appear unsatisfactory at 
first sight, and in a sense it c e r t d y  is, but it has some merit other than 
its simplicity: it Stresses the importance of de&g what is the object of any 
discipline. 

To better understand some points which are made bdow, it is worthwh.de 
to briefly specify what kind of epistemology of the object construction has 
been adopted in this paper. 

Any scientific discipline starts from some "fact" which is ongindy deiined 
in terms of pre-scientXc common sense. Different disupkes describe the 
Same fact in different ways, from different points of view, and using di£ferent 
predicates, operationai definitions, instruments of measure, etc. In short, they 
construct different objects. When describing some "fact" - conceming human 
mental activities, or human behaviors, or ober phenomena recognized as 
being of interest by psychologists - a psychologicai object is then wnstructed 
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if a psychological viewpoint is adopted, that is concepts or predicates developeid 
and accepted inside the psychologicai field are used. 

3. Problems of Connectionist Models 

in thc classical vicw, a psychological aimulation ia conceived a aystem 
in which there is a data stnicture processed by a oomputer program. Thc, 
data are to be interpreted as symbols referring to psychological constntcts 
("conceptsn, "schemata", "images" and so on); the program is assumed to be 
isomorphic with some analogous naiural way of processing these data, which 
also can be interpreted as some psychoiogid construct (we can labe1 it as 
a "mental process" or give it more specialized names such as memory, learrhg, 
vision, etc.). For example, in a typicai problem solving simuIation system there 
is a direct correspondence between the symbois processed by the program 
and the elements which constitute the problem from the psychological point 
of view (goals, Operators, states, etc.). 

Comectionist models, instead, do not consider programs and data but only 
networks of interacting units which can exhibit psychological properties such 
as leaming, conceptualization, etc. These modeis aim to be simulations of psy- 
chologicai processes, aiihough they are not always expliciiiy presenied as such. 

Since there are different positions inside current connectionist approaches 
(see Smolensky, 1988; Frixione, GagIio, and Spmelii, 1989) it is appropriate to 
speciij that here we are referring to the most typicai kind of connectionist 
models, where units in a network do not represent anything and meaningfd 
features are distributed in it. The term "strong connectionism" will be used to 
refer to this view. 

The strongest comectionist view c l a h  that psychological properties can 
simply emerge kom interactions among the elements of a network. The "rttw 
material" used are only strengths of comections among elements, and a labeiing 
of these as excitatory or inhibitory. That is almost aii. In particular, the nature 
of elements themselves does not matter. Since in this view the elements need 
not be viewed as symbols, they cannot correspond to psycho10gical primitives, 
or anyway have a psychological nature. Even when comectionists are forced 
to claim that these elements carrespond to nfeatures"relevant to the phe- 
nomenon under simulation, they do not see the need to give these features 
the flavour of identifiable, reaI psychologicai objects. Thus the trouble with 
strongest connectionist models is that, although they are concerned with psy- 
chological reality, their elements are not symbok referring to any psychological 
concept as was the case in traditionai psychologicai modern.  The main probIem 
is whether or how is it possible to model a psychologicai system without using 
symbols that have a psychological character (or without using symbols at all). 
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4. The explanatory power of comectionist modeis 

The first question to ask k why should a system of non-specitic interacting 
elements explain a psychological or cognitive system? What does it add to our 
understanding of how this system works, of which principles are behind it ? 

A possible answer to this question could be: because it works, it produces 
a phenomenon analogous to some human process. Connectionists do not statt 
it directly this way, in such naive terms, bui undoubtedly they often underline 
the psychological plausibility of their models. For example, vis-a-vis one mn- 
nectionist device, one is tempted to say that it Sees something because it 
behaves as humans do when they see somethin& perhaps it avoids some ob- 
stacle, it grasps the right thing, and so on. Suppose (in ,the best case, of a 
partialiy local network) that we have constructed this device such that it can 
put together some features corresponding to graphemic, orientational, spatial 
elements: does this simple fact enable us to take as proven that this is the 
way humans See as wen? 

Apart from the philosophical question of "intentionality", this reason could 
be sufficient, but not necessary. If it were a necessary reason, there would 
be little trouble in believing, for example, that any automatic retrieval system 
is a model of human representation or recognition: to recall an old saying, 
even a key entering the keyhole would be considered as "rrecog&i&. This 
is a crucial point. A machine that retrieves is not a machine that represents: 
therefore, the connectionist use of terms such as "representational feahues" 
or "knowledge atoms" might be inappropriate. 

If it is true, as emerges from these coasiderations, that doing the job rightly 
is not enough, what more is needed exactly? 

5. The Analogy Requirement of Models . - . 

In answering the question whether a model is or is not adequate in giving 
explanations in some scientinc discipline, one cannot tak about how a model 
explains something without knowing what it is a model of. In other t e m ,  
one cannot rely on what this model does but should look at what iis object 
is. A more general discussion, again, is needed on this subject. 

It is important to point out that simulating a phenomenon means to give 
rise to a new phenomenon This could be the utterance of different words, 
a Set of numbers, a system of graphs, the operation of physicaI devices, etc. 
This new phenomenon - which we cali a "model" is, of course, not equal 
to the original but similar to it in some respects. One can understand the 
real phenomenon insofar as this correspondence works as a hypothesis, a 
theory about it and since at every moment it is possible to shift from the 
model to what it is supposed to represent. 

This method, however, is of use only if the aspects which have been singled 
out reaily play a crucial part in the original phenomenon The problem for 
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any simuiation is how to guarantee this correspondence and the commonest 
solution is to point out some analogy between the model and the modelled 
phenomenon. This requirement is important since a model includes some 
features essential to the model's working but not to the understanding of 
the modeiled object (this is the so-cded negative anaiogy, Hesse, 1966). 

It is clear, therefore, that in constructing a model of some phenomenon, 
similarities or analogies between the model and its object must be exactiy 
specified But it shouid be also clear that for a psychological model thii 
speciiication shouid be accompiished, again, adopting a psychological viewpoint. 
For example, one feature of a model can be described in many ways, as a 
number or as an eleciric current or, say, as an Operator in a problem solving 
space; evidently, not d of these descriptions can be approached bom a 
psychological viewpoint. 

6. Explanation and Constnidion of the Object 

We have Seen above that different descriptions involve different objects. 
This is important also for the explanation aspect, since di£ferent descriptions 
involve different explanations or, in some wes ,  no explanations at all. To 
give a trivial example, if you deswibe an electricai installation by analyzing 
ali its wires fkom a chemical point of view, you cannot explain why, on pushing 
a switch, the lamp lights up. You have to adopt the relevant point of view. 
Liiewise, (as we have seen) a hardware desuiption of what happens inside 
a computer when we are running, say, an expert system program cannot be 
used to explai. why the system f& to solve some probleq and so o n  The 
same happens with a favourite connectionist example: in Newtonian and quantum 
mechanics there are simply different objects. 

The question we were asking above (why should a system of non-specific 
interacting elements explain a psychological or wgnitive system), is then how. 
to recognize some psychologicai object, in the sense mentioned above, in 
these interacting elements. For example, what enables us to define, say, as 
a 'koncept" the resuit of the interaction among some assemblies of elements 
where nothing is a concept (or some other psychological object)? If it is onIy 
a labe1 that has been attached to ihe product of the system, recognized a 
postenon as working as a concept, ihen it is &cdt to see how this codd 
be a t d y  psychological object (note 1). 

So the question remains: where does the psychological nature in connectionist 
Systems come from? In answering this question, the problem is that if you 
analyze strong connectionist models, on one side, at the units level you cannot 
find anything corresponding to psychologicai units; but on the other side, 
if you claim that their psychological nature arises from the interaction among 
units, an4 going back to your memories of Gestalt, you say that the whole 
is more than the sum of its parts, then you run into another problem: your 



object acquires a psychologicai nature only &er a process, which happens 
to be the Same process that is invoked to explain the real phenomenon. 

For example: what makes, say, "visionw what some model does? Where can 
visual patterns be found in it? The connectionist answer is that they cannot 
be found in singie units, but are distributed; these patterns emerge as a result 
OE interaction. Why then do we See the way we do? The answer k because 
ihk interaction takes place in the way showed by the modeL 1 

In other words, the interaction among elements is what enables you to con- 
struct your object as psychological an4 at the Same time, what enables you to 
explain it. Which does not seem completely correct. To explain should mean 
to give "reasons why" and these reasons should be independent from reasons 
aiieged in constructing the object. 

7. The Question of Levels and Nature of Conneetionist Objects 

The problem OE the nature OE comectionist descriptions has been apparent 
to the connectionists themselves from the beginning. Zn 1985, in their paper 
on distributed memory (subsequently inserted in the PDP volume), McClelland 
& Rumelhart pointed out that their approach, compared with traditional ones, 
aimed to provide both a different description and a different level of anaiysis 
of cognitive phenomena. In his wen-known comment, Broadbent (1985) argued 
that only the latter was the case, namely that wnnectionist models are relevant 
only at the low, hardware-like level, the one d e d  implementational by Marr 
(1982), and that they had nothing to say at a more general level of description, 
the computational one. 

This has become the most typical criticism of the psydtological relevante 
of connectionist models. But it seems quite odd that wnnectionists themselves 
usually accept a comparison of their approach with others simply in terms 
of "levels". Even in the latest comectionist formulation, such as Smolensys 
"Proper Treatment of Connectionism" (1988), this comparison is still made 
in terms of "levels of analysis". 

The idea that comectionist descriptions are relevant at a diEferent level 
in comparison with traditional ones, however, could be a wrong presupposition. 
Where a different level of andysis is concerned, probably a difEerent description 
(more or less generai, abstract, close to physical, etc.) of the Same phenomenon 
is meant. However, connectionists insist that their models are alternative to, 
and not simply implementations of, traditional modeis. 

We can better understand this probIem in which wnnectionists themselves 
are often involved if we consider again how scientific objects are constnicted 
fiom pre-scientific common sense. We have Seen that a unique " f a c t h  
be described using different disciplinary insfruments. These different descrip- 
tions, however, are not necessarily at different leveiq if they are assumed 
to be, then a further assumption must be made: namely, that there is a hierarchy 
of representations, or that these descriptions are hierarchically arranged hom 
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top to bottom or vice versa (for example the bottom may be less generai, 
less abstract, closer to neurophysiologicai reality, and so on). But this assump- 
tion is unnecessary and perhaps misleading. 

In fact, there are some advantages in considering different descriptions 
as different points of view instead of different levels. The main one is that 
you need not bother with the problem of translation from one level to another. 
Consider the classicai "mind- body problem", whkh weil illustrates this point:, 
you can descxibe the same (pre-scientific) event either at a neurophysio1ogic.l 
or psychological level, but in fact if you try to translate one of them into 
the other you get stuck. This is because the concepts that you use when speaking 
of the brain have no equivalent in the "mind" domain. The computer metaphor 
has been usefd, at least, to understand that a description of what happens 
when ninning a computer program, made in terms of eleciric currents in 
the circuits, is not directly translatable into a description in terms of flow-charts 
or algonthms of the very Same event, occurring in the very Same time and 
place. Thus, as we have stated above, the different point of view simply con- 
structs another thing; in fact we are dealing with different objects. We could 
speak of peculiar "connectionist objectsn. 

So it wouid not make any sense to ask the question whether psychological 
interest lies more in high-level, intermediate, or low- level descriptions (such 
as Marr's "computationai", "representational" and "implementational" levels). 
Again, a description is psychologicai and you can speak of psychological phe- 
nomena only hom a psychological viewpoint, namely if the description makes 
use of psychologicai primitives or concepts accepted in a psychological context. 

To sum up: the connectionist claim that distributed "representations"haw 
psychological relevante at an intermediate level between the mental level and 
the neural level would be best replaced by the claim of having produced, from 
the peculiar "connectionist viewpoint" new objects. These objects correspond 
to one description of some artifacts, made using mnnectionist concepts (ie. 
as networks of units with strength values of connections, working according 
to some equations, etc.). At this stage, extending this description and saying 
that these artifacts are able to recail, infer, etc. (notably, without rnaking use 
of symbols) is possible exactly as it is possible, metaphorically, to say that 
a chip in a computer "remembers" how to solve a problem. Two problems, 
indeed, remain to go beyond this metaphoricai attribution of model properties 
to such artifacts: whether the use of symbols is an essential property of any 
model and what could make the wnnectionist viewpoint have some relevance 
in explaining psychological phenomena. We will discuss these problems in 
the next two sections. 

8. The Symbolic Nature of Connectionist Models 

To better analyze what correspondence there might be between connectionist 
models and psychological phenomena, let's return to the issue of what con- 
nectionist models represent (or whether they represent anything at all). We 



have Seen above that, in any scientific context, the elements that wnstitute 
a simulation model must represent some aspects of the red phenomenon; 
in other words, they are symbois (note 2) that stand "in place of" the originaI 
phenornenon (or in place of features of it) (note 3). For example, in cognitive 
psychology we may consider the elements of a simuiation model as symbois 
representing psychic states (pieces of knowledge, concepts, representational 
structures like fiames, etc.). In other areas of psychology, we couid also think 
of these symbois as representing feeiings, moads, fears, ideas, etc. 

From the strongest wnnectionist position, it wouid seem that these Statements 
no longer hold. For example, in a network that "categorizes"a ancept there 
is nothing representing the concept, not even someihing that represents the 
categorization itself. 

We have already seen that the claim of having produced some phenomenon 
resembling a psychologicai one does not necessarily mean that the origind 
has been simulated. In any case, this implies specijring such sbkrities, and 
this cannot be done without making use of symboh. 

In fact, even before constructing the model one already must have a symbolic 
description of the phenomenon to be simulated. Usuaily this description is 
provided by existing theories and it consists of linguistic Statements about 
the phenomenon considered. According to the epistemology above outlined, 
this description is relevant to a discipline (namely to psychology) oniy if it 
adopts its peculiar viewpoint. After its constniction the modei, being a new 
phenomenon, can be symbolicdy described on its own. To do so, again, dif- 
ferent disciplinaxy viewpoiuts can be used and it can be considered on its 
own, in every respect, a new object. 

Since a model is not the real object, what relationship can it have with 
this object? One cannot see what other kind of relationship there could 
be if not of refembg to it. In this sense a model mnnot be non-symboiic. 

However, comectionists t y p i d y  say that they are making a psychologically 
relevant analysis of the red  phenomenon, not at a symboiic levei, but at a 
sub-symboiic leveL 

But what about the sub-symbolic consideration of mo&is? Are they symboiic 
or not symboiic? Admittedly, their elements are not, since they do not repre- 
sent anything. But can we say that the overd model "representshome psy- 
chological process? Neither, because, as we have seen, the working system 
does not seem to stand for the sirnulated process but rather it seems to 
produce it, to make itl Thus we have a System ihat shows some ability to 
remember, to categorize, to rewgnize, etc. but we are not told why we shouid 
beiieve that the way they do it (that 4 as a resuit of interactions among 
elements foiiowing some specified mathematical or statisticai function) is the 
way people do it (note 4). 

But here we must avoid a possible conhision: the fact that a simuIation 
system must be symboiic shce it must represent some real phenomenon does 
not mean that in principle the nature of that phenomenon should be symbolic 
as well. You may simuiate phenomena in which you could not find any symboi, 
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even if to do so you must use some symbols. What in my opinion causes 
such confusion about sub- symbolic connectionist models is that they are 
symbolic as models but not necessariIy symbolic as to their object. 

Let's examine what this mem.  Fustly, what does it mean to say tbat con- 
nectionist models are symboiic as modeis? As we have seen, it is impossible 
to devise a model which is not symboiic in some respects: it simply would 
not be a model. Therefore, the connectionist claim that their modeis do not 
make use of symbols cannot be interpreted as the claim that absolutely nothing 
in these models is symbolic. 

In fact, in building and using such modeis there is necessarily some point 
at which one must use symbols; at least, when the overaii model is interpreted: 
the interpretation cannot be disjoined from the model itself and it must be 
present from the bePinning of the construction of the model (note 5). When 
working with their networks and when taiking about them, connectionists are 
obiiged to read some psychoIogicaliy meaningful and symbolic activities - such 
as "recognition", "leaming", "comprehension" - into iheir models. To say that 
a model learns, remembers, behaves in a certain way, etc, one must have 
some criterion to assess it and to check i£ it does the things it is intended 
to do. This criterion must be symbolic, in the sense that the aspects shared 
by the model and by the real object must be described using some symbolic 
System. To ciaim that a phenomenon has been reproduced is not to claim 
that the real thing has been produced; in any case one must symbolicaiiy 
specify what aspects of the latter have been captured and where the cor- 
respondence between the two systems lies. 

Secondly, connectionist models may be non-syrnbolic as to their object. 
This is a very different issue from the previous one: in this case, it can be 
said that there are no symbols in connectionist modeis since there are no 
symbols in the modeiled reality. But a Euli uaderstanding of this point involves 
weful  consideration of the nature of a psychologicai object in simuiative 
models. 

9. The Symbolic Nature of Psychological Objects 

We have Seen that, in generai, the object of a Simulation (what phenomena 
can be simulated, what the model refers to) substantiaily coincides with what- 
ever may be accepted as a legitimste object of a discipline. 1s a symboiic 
nature a necessary requirement for any psychological object? 

Even if it is not questioned that a symbolic nature is essential to some 
psychological processes, such as language, for some others this i. less sure. 
Current artificial intelligente and cognitive science have perhaps overempha- 
sized the symboiic aspect of psychological processes, m d y  considering in 
which language they can be expressed. 

One of the reasons the idea bat  psychological processes are best considered 
as symboiic systems has been encouraged is that cognitive psychology, during 
its growth in the seventies, has adopted (perhaps impiicitly) the clairn that 
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i n t e d  phenomena are operations, or rather processing aciivities, and the 
pervasive concept of "informaiion9as quickly spread. So the idea of Neweli 
& Simon of inteiligence as a physical symbol system popuiarized the concep- 
tion that psychological processes are themselves examplw of symbol manipula- 
tion. Therefore the development of artificial inteiiigence and cognitive science 
has been grounded on a view of mental processes as rational activitiw (logicd, 
linguistic, systematic, conscious). In fact, the Simulation objects of inner states 
have almost always been conceived of as a sequence of states of conscious 
experiences: knowledge, concepts, rules, frames or scripts (or even beliefs, 
feelings, fears and so on, in some simuiations as in Colby's or Abelson's early 
works). in  this conception the syntactic and semantic aspects h m  been strongiy 
separated and the relationship between a symbol and its meaning has been 
conceived as being rigorously arbitrary. 

Intemai psychic states, however, can be conceived legitimateiy as non-symbolic 
events: that is, not as referring to some experience, standing in place of it, 
but being the experience itseif. For example, you wuid nghtly suppose that 
when a Person Sees something there is nothing in his mind representing what 
he is seeing, seeing (or, more probably, some aspect of it) might well be wn- 
ceived as a direct experience, possible without the use of symbols (this is, for 
example, the approach of Gibson, 1979, to visual perception). This is even truer, 
of Course, in the case of feelings or insights. You do not have to think neces- 
sariiy of mysterious or deep feeiings, but, for example, only of the commonest 
problems of intermediate steps or of "insight"in problem-sohring. 

Now, if one wishes to reproduce some non-symbolic aspect of a psychic 
activity, there is an important differente between the traditional and the con- 
nectionist simulative approaches. 

One of the greatest limits of traditional Simulation, made by running pro- 
grams on serial computers, was the computabiity requirement. Von Neumann 
Computers can execute any task, provided that it can be descriid in a non- 
ambiguous language, stating precisely which d e s  to foliow to go from one 
system state to the next. In principle, however, this does not mean that only 
activities whose nature is symbolic can be simulated, but that only activities 
for which symbois can be found to express them, are simuiable. The essential 
requirement for the construction of any model is the p o s s ö ' i  of finding 
symbols to express the phenomenon, not that the phenomenon itself shouid 
be considered symbolic. 

In the first part of this paper I have tried to maintain that the interest 
of connectionist models is not in the fact that they are able to perform psy- 
chological functions or to  work as psychological systems. It shouId be cIear 
from that discussion that this is not a suffiuent condition in order to explain 
these systems. In particular, comectionists fail to point out where the analogies 
between the two systems lie. 

By contrast, there is another aspect of connectionist modeis which makes 
them interesting from a psychologicai point of view. This is the claim of showing 
how symbolic events emerge from non-symbolic events. I think there is no 
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reason why this claim should not be taken seriously. The connectionist per- 
spective, in contrast to traditional cognitivist approach, makes it clear that 
symbols need not be considered as ready-made products. This perspective 
promises, at least, to cast light on the process of their cnnstruction, the "sym- 
bol formation" (&er Werner & Kaplan, 1963). 

In th% perspective it is possible to comtruct truiy psychologicai models, 
not only because it is in the hystorical tradition of psychological research: 
but mainly because these modeis meet the analogy requirement. A comectionist 
system which discovers concepts, for example, rnay not be suitable to explain 
the process of concept discovery, because the analogy belween the two pro- 
cesses, as a whole, cannot be found. However, this system could be suitable 
to show how a relation of representing/reprcsented bemen some events is es- 
tablished, analogously to what happens in the human process of representation. 

This topic, however, needs a wider discussioa W e  shouid be aware, for 
example, of the fact that accepting this perspective entails haviug a particular 
conception of human representation and symbolization (i.e., representation 
as a process which develops in time and symbolization as not entirely arbitrary). 
In addition, other problems must be resolved, such as whether or how these 
systems can have a self-orgsainn<l character. A fuii discussion of these questions 
is not possible here, it will be done elsewhere. Here it has been su£ficient 
to outline the possibiity of adopting the connectionist viewpoint to achieve 
models of the emergence of symboiic activities. 

10. Conclusions 

The question whether connectionism is a suitable paradigm in order to 
construct simulative models of psychological phenomena has been examined. 

I have claimed that a psychological Simulation model should refer to a 
psychological object, that is to a descripiion of some pre- scientific "fact" 
made adopting a "psychological viewpoint", ie. usittg predicates or concepts 
considered as acceptable among psychologists. 

DBerently from traditional psychological models, in comectionist modeis 
there are networks with interacting elements which do not have any p d c ~ l a r  
meaning nor can be viewed as symbois referring to any psychological phenome- 
non. The problem is then whether this interaction can be considered a model 
of psychologicaiiy relevant phenomena. 

A possible solution wouid be that the psychoIogical interest of these models 
lies in the fact that they perform operations analogous with ones performed 
by humans (e.g. they learn). It must be considered however, that the usefull- 
by humans (e.g., they learn). It must be considered, however, that the useful- 
ness of model construction lies in the spedcation of which analogies there 
are behveen one model and its object and that this specification also should 
be made adopting a "psychological viewpoint". In fact, the claim that connec- 
tionist systems explain how or why humans exhibit the Same perfonnance (e.g., 
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learning) cannot be grounded if they fail to show the nimilarides between model 
and reality. 

Co~ectionist models usually also explain psychological phenomena invoking 
the interaction arnong their intemai units. However it does not seem completely 
correct to claim, at the Same time, that this interaction gives the model a 
psychologicai nature. 

The most popular solution to the problem whether connectionist systems 
are adequate desdptions of psychological processes has been that they are 
relevant at a low lovei, close to the neural one. Connectionists themselves 
seem to accept this statement. However, the consideration of psychological 
models at different levels could be misleading because it leaves Open the 
problem of how to banslate from one level to another and of the correspond- 
ence between low-level models of some process and high-level models of the 
Same process. This is because when thinking of leveh as hierarchicdy ar- 
ranged it is natural to tbink of lower levels as implementations of higher ones. 

I have suggested, as a solution to these problems, that connectionist models, 
instead of being considered the description at a different level of what happens 
in a system exhibiting psychological properties, would be best considered as 
descriptions of a different object, constructed from a peculiar bnnectionist 
viewpointH. There are, then, two problems: how psychological modelling could 
be done without making use of symbois, and what codd give this viewpoint 
psychologicai relevaace. 

Since a model is not the real object, it can be constructed and used only 
in a symboiic fashion, namely specifying for any of its features which of them 
refers to which psychologicaI one. in this sense a model caanot be non- 
symboiic. in aay case connectionists, proposing their models as psychologicd, 
are forced to use psychologically "pregnant"symbo1s (such as "stimuius", 're- 
cognition", etc.) in ihe overail model interpretation. 

However, the claim of necessady having symbols in models does not mean 
that the object of simulation must be symbolic. Cognitive science seems to 
have encouraged the idea that psychological processw consist ody of symbolic 
activities, but connectionist systems could help in overcoming this idea. In 
particular, they seem suitable to simulate ihe process of symbol genesis. 

1. A similar problem occurred with some earfy Simulations of personality pro- 
cesses, such as Colby's simulation of paranoia (Colby, 1981). In such models, 
the idea (perhaps ingenuous) was to conceive mental phenomena as variables 
(in the programmkg language sense) with a label. For example, Colby's simu- 
lation aimed to show that paranoia is connected with humiliatioa In this 
model, humiliation was simply a variable with a numericai value, which was in- 
creased or decreased according to what happened to other variables. But what 
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made it possible to call this variable 'humiliationl', instead of, say, "fear"? 
Only the labe1 that Colby, relying on his own intuition, had attached to it. 

2. In the present discussion the terms "symboln and "symbolic" are used to 
mean any physical event to which it is possible to ascribe some meaning, 
that is which can be viewed as standig in placc of something different from 
itseif. Thus I have stressed the representational aspect of the symbolization 
which, I think, is the only aspect about which everyone can agree. I have 
not considered other properties of symbolic systems, such as being compo- 
sitional or manipulable, which are often discussed with reference to con- 
nectionist models, since, in my opinion, they go beyond the 0rig;nal and sim- 
plest meaning of the concept. 

3. This means using a system of symbols to represent it. Of course, you may 
use natural language, or other symboiic systems like formalized languages 
(mathematicai, logicai, statistical, etc.) or - in the case of simulation - artifacts 
arranged in such a way that you can recognize that what happens in, say, 
a pipeline system is simiiar in some respect to what happens to an ewnomical 
system or to a social system, and so on. Even in this case the artifact system 
acts as a symbolic system. 

4. These problems, of wurse, are not so difncult with "less strong" kinds 
of connectionism. For example, in distriiuted symboiic models, network uni& 
represent "micro-features? in in case, in the construction of the network 
one is forced to select some features that are wnsidered "important" to cha- 
racterize the phenomenon under Simulation. These features usually do have 
a meaning. As an example, to simulate learning of the past tense of English 
verbs, Rumelhart & Mc Clelland (1986) had to invent the "Wickelphonesn 
and the "Wickelfeatures" to represent the most important features of linguistic 
forms and to allow discriminability, generahations, etc. 

5. On this point the objection that the symbolic aspect does not reside in 
the model but in the model builder's intentions has been raised, and that 
the interpretation of models is not part of the models themselves. Here I 
believe there is a misunderstanding on what a model is: to model originally 
means to give a shape to somethiog shapeless, foiiowing a design which is 
present before the model construction, It is difficult to See how could it be 
possible having a "model" without knowing what it is a model of. 
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